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v CORNS.

plastfr
“ ff 5B10N com
t LASTER afford instaM J
the same Ume drives and2
rn out by the roots, without ^
TIFtCATE.—« To those afflicted .'A
on their feet, I do certify, that ? ’
he Albion CornPloJ'rf^

uccess. Before I had used one?
pletely cured a Corn which 4
d me for many years. ] ,llhke J
for he benefit of those afflicted“
nnful complaint.
WM. SHAW
dung, L. 1. Feb. 28.
e 50 cents a box.

RELFE’S AROMATIC Pitt«

FOR FWMSS I ’
I E Y purify the blood, quicken itSc:,
dilation, assist the suspended oner3'
1 nature, and are a general^
? prevailing damplaints arnone |k
part of society. The pi)|s are
ly efficacious in the Green Sick»
Hion of the heart, Giddiness SIm
, Sinking of the Spirits,
isinchnation to exercise and so«
‘d ladies will find the Pi||s eqJ
except in cases of pregnancy, <
lust not be taken ; neither nmsiili«
nn by persons of hectic or cons J
bits. Price $1,50 cents a box.

DUMFRIES’

>R sore orinfamedEijes,^'n
mediate ease and relief. On rtw
‘yes, the effect is most saliitaryj
? the complaint has been of year
fig, and in some exceeding bad cast!
>st unexpected and desirable relief^
blind in the use of this Eye Watej'
every other remedy had failed. Nj
■rsons who have used it, pronounce!
est preparation for these compla#
have ever met with, especially inq
soreness or inflammation of h
ng. Price 25 cents a bottje.
^None are genuine unless signed 8
tside printed wrapper by the sob. Pr
u,rr. Kidder, immediate succn
late Dr. W. T. Conway. Ford
Counting Room, over No.99, Coi
, near Concert Hall, Boston, and all
special appointment, by
9HN LILLIE, Kennebunlc.
4MLEL POPE, Kennebunlc-poii,
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VEGETABLE.
IE only specific ever offered w
public from which a permanent)
1 cure may be obtained of thalji
de pain the Tooth-ache, with all
ant evils ; such as fracturing thel
racting the Teeth, which often pro
painful than the Tooth-ache itsilfp
assing from the decayed Teeth Io!
hence to the head, producing aril
affection, with many other iinple
Teets, such as a disagreeable bra
isle in the mouth, &c. ; all of wfe
oduced from foul or decayed Teetk
in happy to have it in my powerloi
the world a remedy that will notoi
re the pain nine times out often
fly applied, but preserve the ti
further decay, and arrest the diseasi
is are decaying and have not conn
ching, restoring them toheallhi
ness.
NEW-YORK CITYt SEPT. 15, 18®
e undersigned, ituhis practice as aDt
irgeon, having extensively Msedjl
ire of the tooth-ache, Thomas Whili
able Tooth-ache Drops, and wilH
success, he can recommend tlw
genuine, as superior to any otherre
?/w before the public, and can say 1k
Drops receive the unqualified ap|)i
r of the Medical faculty at large.
JONATHAN DOGE,
No. 5, Chamber st

:ssrs. Crosby & Co. Gent-Ai
delay, 1 have had White’s W
Drops tested which you had theg®
o give me when at your place,
has been, perhaps, in part for
ifidence in patent medicines gener3i
artly by having no occasion ih1
amily. I am happy in saying I*
given it to 8 or 10 of my friends,»
ry case it gave relief ; and I“01
of but one case which had a seO
:afion,and that was one of a p«15
“0 years of age.
Yours very Respeetfbllyj

parley goddaBD
ircester, Jan. 8, 1834.

Id wholesale and retail by
JE, Kennebunk-, Nathan W
d; Wm. C. Stimpson,& Co; A»'
Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, a (
8 and 79, Commercial Street
:r, & Brothers, No. 90 and9^
i St. ; Maynard & Noyes? iio.
till, Boston.

ore for* ¡Sale or to
E Store recently occupied by
Williams will be let on reaso
or will be sold at a low Price\
is in good repair, and is a good
siness. For further
inebunk, December 4, 1834-
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No. 39.

Ice Boat.—A late number of the
Resolve in favor of Prentiss Mellen pass the order instructing them to inquire into
MAINE .LEGISLATURE.
Baltimore American contains an inter
ed to be engrossed.
the expediency of repealing the law passed
SENATE.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
esting account of the performances of
last session establishing a board of internal
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4.
JAMES K. ROUGH.
SATURDAY, FEB. 7.
the Ice boat Relief, in the Chesapeake
Messrs Manter and F. Greene, were join
improvements, reported that legislation is
Ordered, That the Joint Select Commit inexpedient.
OfficeontheMain-Street,—oppositetheMeeting-House. Bay, during the late extremely cold ed to the select committee on bears, &c.
terms of the gazette and palladium.
weather. The Relief is stated to be a
Finally passed—to incorporate the Pro
Messis. Chandler, Emmons and Greene tee to which was referred an order to inquire
iZZ7‘°"nrtPer1 a°"7’if Pnid e“hh’
I
the
uic model
uiouet ’of
ui ’whose
wuuse bow
uow were joined to the select committee on the into the expediency of repealing an act en prietors of Forest Grove Cemetery. *
titled an “Act for the Education of Youth,”
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
Petitions read and referred—of the town
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No has a close resemblance to the bowl of Iorder P.roP()S'ng to make lawyers pay the approved 4th March, 1833, be directed to of Wiscasset for a modification of the law
costs
when
nonsuited.
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub a table spoon : when the boat is pro
On motion of Mr. F.Greene the Senate inquire into the propriety of repealing the granting licenses to retailers of ardent
pelled forward, the ice is not thrown
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
ordered 200 copies of the memorial of Phil 26lh section of an act entitled “An Act for spirits ; of Kennebec Co. Agricultural So
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for before her, as it is in an ordinary ves
ip Morrill and others against any more the Education of Youth,” approved 4th ciety for aid in making sale and giving cir
■any error in any advertisement beyond the amount sel, but passes under her bows, and is
March, 1834.
culation to “ the Northern Shepherd ” ; of
banks to be printed. He said all the copies
charged for its insertion.
Reported as correctly engrossed.—Re Nath’l Brackett and als. praying to be set
broken. Her paddle wheels are of printed for the House had been disposed of ;
solve relating to a Rail road from some off from Cornish and annexed to Limerick.
wood and iron, of great strength, each the Senators had none.
MISCELLANEOUS,
point on the seaboard or connected with the
wheel having in it six tons of iron.
The Committee to whom was referred
INSTRUCTIONS.
Miseries of near sightedness.—1.
Mr. Greene of Somerset, from the joint seaboard, by navigable waters to Quebec, Charles' Jarvis’ communication concerning
The correspondent of the N. York select committee to which was referred so ordered to lie on the table.
the survey of a road from Augusta to some
Meeting a group of ladies in the street
point on-the High Lands in the direction of
*—after the most anxious inspection, Courier and Enquirer, who writes from much of the Governor’s Message as relates
Quebec, reported that legislation on the
.you determine she is not “ one of• Washington under the signature of The to the U. S. Bank, having had the same un HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
subject is inexpedient.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4.
them
when you have fairly passed Spy in Washington, relates the follow der consideration, ask leave to report the
Ordered, That the committee on the Ju
following preamble and resolutions :
A communication was 'received from
without a bow, you hear the well- ing anecdote.
Whereas it is highly important in a gov diciary be instructed to inquire into the ex Asa Redington, Jr. accepting the office of
After
Mr.
Adams
had
delivered,
on
known voice, with some such exclama
ernment like ours, that the National Execu pediency of further legal enactments to pre Treasurer and transmitting the required
tion as this, “ How stupid ! like him ! Wednesday last, his masterly eulogy tive and Congress should be correctly in vent the sale of lottery tickets in this Slate. bond.
on
Gen.
Lafayette,
a
gentleman
asked
—not I! 1” &c.
Leave to withdraw granted on petition of
formed of the opinions and wishes of the
2. Entering a room full of company, the President (Mr. Van Buren being people of the several States in regard to the Alexander Reed ; of Joshua Herrick et als.
SATURDAY, FEB. 7.
present)
how
he
was
pleased
with
the
Petition presented and referred—of the
advancing boldly to a group of ladies,
The hour having arrived at which the
policy and measures of the National Admin
with a smile of salutation—find you address ? The venerable chieftain, istration on matters of great and general in two branches agreed to meet in Convention, Selectmen of Hebron in behalf of the inhab
know none of them—pass another you pausing a few seconds, coldly replied terest ; and whereas, in the recent popular they met, and a committee was appointed to itants of that town praying that the Consti
think are all strangers, and offend your —“ There are some good things in it: elections in this State, the policy and meas receive, sort and count the votes for Treas tution may be so altered that the Legislature
Commence its session in the month of
most charming acquaintances—shake But Mr. Adams fails very much 1 Don’t ures of the national administration and the urer of State for the current political year. may
June—of Moses Emerson et als. for an
hands cordially with a man you never you think he does, Mr. Van Buren ?” Executive in relation to the U. S. Bank They having attended to that duty reported : Academy at Howland.
Whole number of votes
were clearly and plainly submitted to the
192
saw before, and look grum on your “ Very much !” repeated echo.
Necessary for a choice
people, and by them unequivocally sanc
97
best friend—search half an hour for
WHIPPING, TARRING AND FEATHERING.
Stays.—-Lady Mary Wortley Mon tioned and triumphantly sustained ; there Asa Redington, Jr.
124
Extract of a letter dated Natchez, Jan
the lady of the house, and at last mis
fore,
William Dewey
45
tague
says
:
“
One
of
the
highest
enter

uary 4th, 1835. “Yesterday was a great
take her younger sister for her, not to
Asa
Redington
Resolved,
That
this
Legislature
fully
ap

4
tainments in Turkey is having you go
day here. Foster, the murderer of his wife,
the consent of the latter.
1
to
their
baths. When I was introdu prove of the preamble and resolutions of Maj. Jack Downing
was acquitted and set free, but it was only
3. The prejudice existing against an
Mr. Hill of New Portland
the last Legislature of this state in regard
1
for a minute or two. Perhaps you have
eyeglass, so that a man must carry ced to one, the lady of the house came to the U. S. Bank, and the measures of the
Mark Harris
1
heard of him before. He was tried for the
Mr. Frost of Standish
about a machine on his nose the whole to undress me ; another high compli National Administration in relation thereto,
1
ment they pay to strangers.—After she and entertain the opinions therein expressed
murder of his wife last year, who he killed
Mr.
F.
O.
J.
K.
S.
Y.
Smith
time, or give up seeing any thing.
2
with a negro whip. He was a planter and
had
slipped
off my gown and saw my that said Bank ought not to be re-chartered,
Blank
11
4. Going to see a fine picture—find,
is worth 80 or 90,000 dollars, and gave Eli
stays, she was very much struck at the and that the removal of the public deposites
Ordered
that
---------with
such
of
the
on entering, you have no glasses, and
sight of them, and cried out to the oth- therefore, was an act strictly in accordance Senate as may join be a committee to en Houston, one of our first lawyers, 3000 dol
must take up with a blurred confusion
er ladies in the bath : “ Come hither with the Constitution and one that the pub quire into the expediency of revising the lars to get him clear of the gallows. Yes
of yellow and red, for lights and shad
terday at 3 o’clock he was set free, but the
and see how cruelly the poor English lic interest required.
present code of Laws of Maine and report
ows—a fop acting the connoisseur, and
moment
he made his appearance outside of
Resolved, That in the opinion of this thereon.
the Court House, a mob composed of the
you not able to see and prove his blun ladies are used by their husbands ; you Legislature no national bank should be es
Petitions
presented
and
referred
—
of
Ben

need not boast indeed, of the superior
most respectable citizens of Natchez and the
ders.
liberties allowed you, when they lock tablished in our government, inasmuch as jamin Prescott et als. of Bath for the aboli surrounding country, laid hold of him, took
5. Riding through pleasant scenery
experience
has
demonstrated
that
so
power

tion
of
capital
punishment
;
of
J.
B.
Cross
you thus up in a box.”
him out to the edge of the town and there
—the objects pass you like the fences
ful a monied institution cannot be sufficiently et als. for a law regulating the inspection
stripped him, gave him one -hundred and
and fields in Burgler’s Leonora.
A fellow, whose countenance was limited and guarded by legislative enact of screwed. Hay, referred to a joint select fifty lashes well laid on with three good cow
6. The continual appeals made to ugly enough to scare the old one, was ments, and is dangerous to the liberty and committee consisting on the part of the hides. None but gentlemen of good standing
House of Messrs. Stewart of Scarboro’,
stability of our republican institutions.
one by his friends, who will never be
giving some extra flourishes in a pub And whereas in consequence of the meas Woodman of Buxton, Chadwick of Gardin flogged him, and after they had done so un
lieve or remember his misfortunes— lic house, when he was observed by a
til his back was cut to pieces, they got a tar
ures adopted by the President, for the remov er, Abbot of Vassalborough, and Bucknam
“ what a beautiful prospect is’nt it ?—
Yankee, who, walking up, asked him al of the public deposites from the U. States of Falmouth ; of Joseph Wing for altera barrel, warmed it and poured it ail over
How sweetly Mrs. L. looks, &c.” to
if he didn’t fall into a brook w'hen he Bank, the Senate of ihe U. S. was induced tion in the laws relating to the collection of him, then laid about two bushels of feathers
which you can return but a single hu
on him ; after this they made him walk
was young. “ What do you mean, to passa resolution jon the 28th of March debts ; of Abigail Smith and 136 others for through all the streets of the city, followed
miliating chime, “ I’m near sighted. I
you impertinent scoundrel ?” “ Why, last, condemning the President as guilty of a repeal of the laws authorizing the sale of by a drum and about 1000 people, with all
don’t see well.”—Bower of Taste.
I didn’t mean nothin’, only you’ve got violating the Constitution and laws in bis ardent spirits.
the yells and cries of kill him, whip him
such
a crooked mouth, I thought as executive proceedings in relation to the pub
again,
&c. All this I was an eye witness
Fort Constitution, N. H. )
THURSDAY, FEB. 5.
how you might a fail’d in the brook lic revenue, the passage of which resolution
January 13, 1835. )
An order came from the Senate and was to. Whilst whipping him, some of the
was unauthorized by the Constitution and
passed in concurrence, directing the com crowd called out lor mercv, when one of our
Messrs. Editors.—We beg leave to when you was a boy, and your mother repugnant to its provisions : Therefore,
first lawyers rose and said “ his wife called
hung
you
up
by
the
mouth
to
dry.
”
submit the following facts to the con
Resolved, That the Senators of this State mittee on Banks to inquire into the expedi
for mercy when he was killing her and he
Buffalo
Star.
ency
of
providing
that
the
charters
of
all
in
Congress
be
instructed
to
use
their
ut

sideration of the learned, for the illus
did not hear her.” It was the intention of
Banks
shall
be
liable
to
be
altered
or
repealmost endeavors to cause said resolution to be
tration of a most extraordinary phe
the populace to have taken him to the river
Original Anecdote. Col. Crockett expunged from the journal of the Senate.
ed-at the pleasure of the Legislature.
nomenon, which we witnessed on the
and put him into a canoe without oars, car
once happened to be present at an ex
The
House
receded
from
its
votes
where

Resolved, That the Governor be request
morning of the 12th inst. between the hibition of animals in Washington City
by the orders relating to a standard weight ried him out into the middle of the river and
hours of four and five o’clock. The where a monkey seemed to attract his ed to transmit a copy of this preamble and for potatoes and the inspection of screwed then let him go. This they did not do, on
these resolves to the President of the United
moon was beaming in cloudless majes particular attention, and he rather ab States, to the President of the Senate, and hay, were referred to Select Committees, account of it having been said among the
ty. The whole arch of heaven was stractedly observed—“If that fellpw to each of our Senators and Representatives and referred the same in concurrence to crowd that there were several wailing on
the Bluff to shoot him. What else will be
beautifully studded with glittering had on a pair of spectacles, he would in Congress.
the Committee on Agriculture.
done with him 1 do not know.”
Ordered,
that
the
Committee
appointed
Stars, reflecting their sparkling light in be just like Major Wright of Ohio.”
On motion of Mr. Greene the preamble
to inquire into the expediency of encourag
the mirror-like bosom of the mighty
The Major was also present—over and resolves were laid on the table till Fri ing the destruction of wolves, bears and
Planeing and Sawing by Steam.—One
ocean, which lay in the tranquil ex heard the observation—and gently day next, and 300 copies ordered to be
loupcerviers, be instructed to inquire into of the most useful applications of steam to
panse before us; when gazing in rap tapped him on the shoulder, when the printed.
the expediency of encouraging the destruc labor saving machinery may be found in the
turous delight on the heavenly scene, Colonel very formally remarked—“ I’ll
machinery for planeing and sawing, invent
tion of crows.
THURSDAY, FEB. 5.
our attention was attracted to a 1 light ’ be d—d, Major, if I know whose par
Mr. Chase of Sebec presented the petition ed by Woodworth, and now owned and op
Ordered,
that
an
additional
number
of
in a S. E. direction ; we immediately don to ask—yours, or the monkey's.”
of Joshua Veazey et als. praying for a law erated by our enterprising and industrious
300 copies of the Preamble and Resolves
conjectured it was a vessel on fire.—
regulating elections, and on his motion it townsman, James N. Buffum, in Front
in relation to the United States Bank be
The first impulse was to acquaint the
It will saw and plane with surpri
was read.
The petition set forth that street.
Anecdote.—A young man and female printed for the use of the Legislature.
commanding officer of the post, that
there had been sundry abuses in Bangor, sing despatch, and perfect accuracy. This
Bill additional regulating elections was
the boats might be despatched to the stopped at a country tavern to pass a taken
particularly at the last election ; that there saves the hardest part of a carpenter’s labor,
up and recommitted.
day
or
two.
Their
awkward
appear

were 40 or 50 voters disfranchised. The does the work more correctly, and can be
aid of the burning vessel; but when
A Resolve in favor of Justice Mellen was
afforded for less than half the expense of
ance
excited
the
curiosity
of
one
of
the
question
being on referring.
casting an eye on a line parallel with
taken up.
Mr. Call of Bangor said he believed there the same labor the old way.—Lynn Rec.
the parapet, we noticed the fire mount family, who commenced a conversation
[The resolve provides merely that he
[Mr. Buffum informs us, that he can
on the skirts of the horizon, and assume with the female by inquiring how far shall receive the whole of the quarter’s was not a word of the petition true, so far plane
5000 feet of boards in one day, and
as it related to the Bangor election—it was
the appearance of a ball of fire, emitting she had travelled that day—“ Travell salary within which quarter
became 70
conducted perfectly fair, and there were no 25 feet in one minute,—by the machine no
ed
”
repeated
the
stranger
somewhat
years of age and vacated his office.]
large veins of fire at intervals on its
reasons for such a charge against the officers; ticed above.]
The resolve was ordered to be read once,
course to the zenith, where it arrived indignantly, a we did n’t travel, we rid”
and for that reason, in order that the facts
15 to 8.
we believe, one hour and a half from
Fire. — Yesterday week the dwelling
might be ascertained, he should be glad to
the time we first saw it, and became
house of Allen Rogers, Jr. in Hampden,
“ I live in Julia’s eyes,” said an af Ordered, That the Joint Special Com have the petition referred.
mittee, to whom was referred so much of
invisible.—Portsmouth Journal.
fected Dandy in Coleman’s hearing. the
Mr. Sabine of Eastport said such charges was destroyed by fire, with all its contents,
Governor’s message as relates to the
“ I don’t wonder at it,” replied the wit, freedom and purity of the elective franchise, should not be made unless facts sustained while the family were out a short time on
A GENERAL POST-OFFICE. At Essex “ since I observed she had a sty in
The loss was about
them. It was a very serious accusation an evening visit.
Bay, in one of the Gallipagos Islands, them when I saw her last.” Old—but be instructed to inquire into the expediency against the officers, and he would therefore $1000, and no insurance.
of revising the present laws regulating elec
move that the committee be instructed to
there is a cave well secured against good.
tions, and embodying the same in one act.
Fire.—The house of Mr. Simon Norton,
report a statement offacts, with power to
the weather, in which whalers deposit
Mr. F. Greene, from the committee on
their letters, sometimes for the inform
“ Do you like novels 1” said a Miss the Militia, reported legislation inexpedient send for persons and papers. The Legis in Gardiner, (New Mills) was destroyed by
ation of other whalers, sometimes to be Languish to her up country lover. “ I on petitions of Asaph Howard et als. and lature and the people could then see wheth fire on Wednesday evening last. Loss
er the accusations were true or false. This $800, of which 500 was insured.
carried home by any returning hunter can’t say,” answered he “ for I never Charles Hayden et als.—accepted.
of the deep that chances to pass by— ate any ; but J tell you what, I’m tre Judiciary Committee reported legislation motion prevailed.
The Bill regulating attachments of real
Rail Road Rioters.—One of the rioters
inexpedient on an order relating to a revision
Ships have been known to go hundreds mendous at a young ’possum !”
estate was reported from the select commit on the Washington rail road has been con
of
the
laws
of
this
State.
of miles out of their course, to visit this
Baltimore Visiter.
tee to whom it was referred, as taken into a victed of murder in the first degree, and
receptacle of intelligence. The fact
new draft. The Bill was twice read and another in the second degree, at Baltimore,
Always suspect a man who affects
strikingly illustrates the existence of a
FRIDAY, FEB. 6.
laid on the table, and 500 copies ordered to for killing William Mercer during the late
common bond among civilized nations. great softness of manner, an unruffled
On motion of Mr. F. Greene, Ordered, be printed.
riots in Maryland.
evenness of temper, and an enunciation That the committee on the Judiciary be in Petitions presented and referred----- of
An intelligible recipe.—A lady at the studied and slow. These things are structed to inquire if further legislation is Henry Noyes and Reuben Salsbury, for Yesterday afternoon, Constable Loring
Springs last summer, being desirous of unnatural, and speak a degree of men necessary for the better security of creditors change of name ; of Noah E. Chase et als. arrived in this city from Dover, N. H. hav
obtaining the recipe for making a cer tal discipline into which he that has to insolvent estates, and for more effectually to be set off’from Pittsfield to Chanderville. ing in custody, on an executive warrant,
John H. Tibbetts, of South Berwick, Me.
tain pudding, to be met with nowhere nO purpose of craft or design to an guarding the rights and interests of heirs at
who is charged with having obtained goods
FRIDAY, FEB. 6.
but at Congress-hall, applied to the su swer, cannot submit to drill himself. law in real estate.
by false pretences, from several merchants
Mr.
Latham
from
the
committee
on
State
Ordered,
That
the
Committee
on
the
perintendent for the same. It was im The most successful knaves are usual
Roads to whom was referred the order rela Judiciary be instructed to inquire into the of this city.—Briggs Bulletin.
mediately furnished in the following ly of this description, as smooth as tive
to making appropriations for the survey
of authorizing the majority of
clear and conspicuous, terms : “ Take razors dipt in oil, and as sharp. They of a rail road from Augusta to Quebec, re expediency
the owners of houses for public worship to
Missionary to the Lumber men.—The
a few eggs, a quantity of milk, a little affect the softness of the dove which ported legislation inexpedient. Accepted. have authority to incorporate themselves Bangor
Whig contains a notification for &
butter, a thingfull of meal, a thingfull they have not, in order to hide the Same committee also made a report on the into a body politic with full control of meeting of the subscribers to the fund for
of wine, three thingsfull of flour and cunning of the serpent, which they communication of Charles Jarvis, agent to building, &c.
sending a Missionary into the woods among
sweeten to your taste?”
inspect the U. S. Military Road.
The Committee to whom was referred the Lumber men.
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

FOREIGN NEWS.
From Turkey and Greece.— We have
received Smyrna papers to Nov. 22, brought
by the brig Fadaiig. The frequent couriers
between the government al Constantinople
and the army beyond the Taurus gave (ise
to the opinion that some important move
ments were to be expected in that quarter.
Serious disturbances had broken out in
Syria, since the date of the treaty signed by
ibrahim Pacha, with the insurgents who had
blockaded him in Jerusalem. Ibrahim is
charged with having broken the engage
ments entered into by him at that time, and
with having put to death many of the chiefs
who had the weakness to trust to his prom
ises. The last insurrection is of the Ansaris,
a savage people who occupy the mountains
between Tripoli and Aleppo.
The government of Greece was to be
transferred from Napoli to Athens on the
I 2th of December.
The complaints are more violent than
ever of the oppressions of the Egyptian
government in Candia.
The Greek Government had appointed a
commission of five members to treat with
the envoy of the Sublime Porte, who had
arrived at Napoli.
The island of Samos is represented to be
in a tranquil and most flourishing state.

The London Morning Herald contains
at length the marage contract of Queen
Donna ¿Maria of Portugal, with Prince Au
gustus Charles Eugene Napoleon, Duke of
Leuchtenberg. Il was executed at Munich,
Nov. 8, by commissioners duly authorized.
It declares that the august father of the
Queen had proposed this Prince for her
husband, on account of the high opinion
which he entertained of his noble qualities,
and of the persuasion he entertained that he
would not only promote the happiness of
his daughter, but would contribute to the
prosperity of the Portuguese monarchy, and
to the consolidation of the institutions which
he had granted. It declares.also that the
Queen approves and confirms all the meas
ures which had been taken in t-his regard,
by her fat,her. The first article of the con
tract stipulates that the marriage shall be
celebrated at Lisbon by proxy, according
to the forms of the Roman Catholic Church,
and shall be confirmed before the altar by
the prince in person, when he shall arrive
at Lisbon. The second article stipulates
that the Prince shall be naturalized as a Por
tuguese Prince, and shall receive from the
nation an annual subsidy of not less than
50 cantos of reis annually. It is further
stipulated that the Prince shall be satisfied
with this subsidy, and shall renounce all
claim to the endowment of the Queen. In
case the Queen shall survive her husband,
his properly is to pass to his natural heirs,
and he is al all times to have the entire and
free disposal of his property. In case he
survives the Queen, the subsidy is to be
continued, and he is to have one ofthe roy
al palaces for his residence, unless he shall
choose to reside out of the kingdom, in
which case his subsidy is to be reduced one
half. The children of the marriage are not
to be permitted to leave the kingdom,
without the consent of the Cortes, nor to
contract marriage without the consent of
their mother, or, in case of her death, of the
head of the family who may succeed to the
throne.—Boston Adv.
Patriot.
Assault on the Rev. Mr. Cheever.— About noon to day, the Rev. Mr. Cheever of
Salem, was assaulted in Essex street, in
that town, with a cowhide, by a Mr. Ham,
à foreman in the distillery of Deacon Stone.
The cause ofthe attack we Understand was
in consequence of strong personal reflections
on the family of Deacon Stone, in a news
paper, (the Landmark,) of which Mr.
Cheever was the reputed author.
The
family of Deacott Stone is considered one
ofthe most respectable in the town. The
reverend gentleman was severely handled,
and the excitement in Salem is very great.-—
Brigg’s Bulletin.

Great excitement prevails in Salem in
consequence of a certain publication in the
Landmark, for which the author was pub
licly cowhided. The Salem Register says,
“ ()n Saturday night, between 10 and 12
o’clock, ten or a dozen men proceeded to
the office of the Landmark, and commenced
breaking in the lower door with an axe,
supposed with a view of entering and injur
ing the office. The noise was heard by
several citizens, who, with a police officer,
interfered and checked ,the mischief. Two
or three persons were arrested, charged
with being concerned in this affair, and are
placed under bonds, in the sum of $200,
for their appearance before our Police
Court for trial.
Thé municipal authorities placed a guard
in the Landmark office, for its protection
against further attack, last night. Several
citizens also volunteered to act as watch
men.
A letter in the Boston Transcript from
Salem, states that the Rev. Mr. Cheever,
the Rev. Mr. Phelps, the editor, and Mr.
Andrews the publisher of the Landmark,
were brought up to answer Mr. Dodge on a
charge of libel and blasphemy. The same
letter states that “ we have had nothing to
rouse public indignation to such a pitch,
since the foundation of the town, except the
murder ofthe old man White.”
Major Noah’s opinion of Gov. Dunlap’s
Message.—“ The message of Gov. Dunlap
of Maine, would have been adverted to by
us, at the time it was delivered, but for the
meagreness of its contents, one hal f of which
is a misplaced tirade against the U. States
Bank. It is as laconic as it is empty, but
possesses one merit, that of gallantry, rec
ommending more special attention to the ed

ucation of females in the primary schools.’’

whole amendment») which provides for the
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. union of the duties of Commissioner of the
TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS. ...SECOND SESSION.
Post Office, as described in the bill, rtith
those of the fifth Auditor.
SENATE.
Friday, Jan. 30.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
The funeral of the late lamented War
SATURDAY, JAN. 31.
ren R. Davis, of South Carolina, took place
Mr. Adams’ resolution, calling on the
to-day from the Capitol, according to previ
ous arrangement. The gloom of the day President for further correspondence rela
rendered the occasion yet more gloomy.— tive to the French Treaty, was agreed to.
Neither House of Congress transacted busi The General Appropriation bill,was passed
ness afterwards, the Senate adjourned over to a third reading.
to Monday.

2Mr. Calhoun, after calling for the read
ing of an offensive paragraph in the Globe
of that morning, made some severe com
ments upon it. The Senate sat most of the
day with closed doors, on executive busi
ness. The nature of the business has not
transpired.
MONDAY, FEB.

TUESDAY, FEB. 3.
The resolution, relating to the Alabama
Resolutions, was taken up, and on motion
of Mr. Clay was laid upon the table. The
joint resolution, proposing the repeal of the
joint resolution of 1819, concerning, the
election of a Public printer, was read a
second timé, and, after some discussion, was
referred, on motion of Mr. Mangum, to the
Committee on the expenditures of the Sen
ate. The bill making appropriations to
satisfy the claims of American citizens, ou
account of French spoliations prior to 1800,
was read a third lime, and passed by the
following voté î
Yeas—Messrs. Bell, Buchanan, Clay,
Clayton, Ewing, Frelinghuysen, Goldsborough, Kent, Knight, McKean, Moore,
Naudain, Poindexter, Porter, Prentiss, Pres
ton, Robbins, Shepley, Silsbee, Smith,
Southard, Swift, Tipton, Tomlinson, Web
ster.—25.
Nays—-Messrs. Benton, Bibb, Brown,
Calhoun, Cuthbert, Grundy, Hendricks,
Hill, Kane, King, of Alabama, King, of
Georgia, Leigh, Linn, Mangum, Morris,
Robinson, Tallmadge,
Tyler,
White,
Wright.—20.

MONDAY, FEB. 2.
Mr. Dickinson, of New York, presented
a petition praying for the abolition of Sla
very in the District of Columbia, accompa
nied with a violent sheech.
TUESDAY, FEB. 3.
Mr. R. M. Johnson, from the Commit
tee on Military Affairs, reported a bill mak
ing provision for the repair of Fort Inde
pendence, in Boston harbor.

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4.
Mr. Cambreleng, from the Committee on
Commerce, reported a bill extending the
term of the Commission instituted to carry
into effect the treaty with France. The
bill relative to French spoliations prior to
1800, was read a first time, when Mr.,Mann
of N. Y. moved that it be laid upon the
table. It was decided by the Chair, that
this was & motion for, the rejection of the
bill, and it was withdrawn. Some discus
sion arose respecting the Committee to
which the bill should be appropriately re
ferred, which terminated in its reference to
the Committee on Foreign
CT ’ Relations. Mr.
Polk in pursuance of notice previously given
moved that the bills relating to the Bank of
the U. S. and the regulation of the public
deposites in the local banks, be taken up,
but the motion was rejected, yeas 90, nays
111.

THURSDAY, FEB. 5.
The bill for the purchase of the private
stock in the Louisville and Portland Canal
Company, was considered in Committee of
the Whole. A motion was made to strike
out the enacting clause, and the further con
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4.
sideration of the subject was postponed till
Thé chair communicated the report of
Monday.
the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund.
This document concludes with a recom
FRIDAY, FEB. 6.
mendation that the commission be abolished
The House was occupied with the pass
in consequence ofthe extinguishment of the ing of private bills, a large number of which
public debt. On motion of Mr. Freling* were disposed of. There was nothing v6ry
hnysen, the resolution submitted by him, in exciting, however, in the business ofthe day.
structing the Committee on the Judiciary to
consider the expediency of so arranging the
SATURDAY, FEB. 7.
Circuit Courts ofthe United States, that the
A message from the President was re
fourth Circuit may be annexed to the third, ceived, in reply to a resolution of the House
and that the benefits of the Circuit System passed on the 31st of January, and commu
may be extended to all the States, was con nicating certain despatches received from
sidered and agreed to, without opposition. Mr. Livingston, our Minister at Paris.
Mr. Clay presented certain resolutions and
The first of these is dated Oct. 4th, and
a memorial of a Council'of' the Cherokees, contains an account of an interview with
assembled at Running Waters. Mr. C. the King, who requested Mr. L. to assure
accompanied this presentation with a pow his Government, that the- necessary laws
erful speech, and concluded by offering the for the execution of the treaty would be
following resolutions :
passed at the next meeting of the Chambers.
Resolved, That the Committee on the I tell you this, he said, not only as King,
Judiciary be directed to inquire into the ex but as an individual whose promise will be
pediency of making further provision, by fulfilled.
law, to enable Indian nations, or tribes, to
On the 22d of November, Mr. Livings
whose use and occupancy, lands are secured | ton writes to the Secretary of State, that
by treaties concluded between them and the one motive for delay in regard to our affairs
United Stales, to defend and maintain their was “an expectation that the ¿Message.of
rights to such lands, in the Courts of the the President may arrive before the discus
United States, in conformity with the Con sion, and that it may contain something to
stitution of the United Stales.
shew a strong national feeling on the sub
Resolved, That the Committee on Indian ject.” He adds that “on its tone will de
affairs be directed to inquire into the expe pend very much, not only the payment of
diency of making further provision, by law, our claims, but our national reputation for
for setting apart a district of country west energy.” He does not, however, ’“ hope
of the Mississippi river, for such of the for any decision on our affairs before the
Cherokee nation as may be disposed to em middle' of January.”
igrate and to occupy the same, and for secu
In another letter ofthe 6th of December,
ring in perpetuity the peaceful and undis Mr. L. speaks of the victory of the minis
turbed enjoyment thereof to the emigrants ters, and observes that he is convinced from
and their descendants.
conversations with the King, and his minis
xMr. Clay then moved that the resolutions ters, that they are united on the question,
and memorial of the Cherokees be referred and in earnest, and that many of the depu
to the Committee on Indian affairs. After ties hold a favorable language. “ Without
an animated debate the motion was agreed being at all confident,” he adds, “ I now
to. The Senate then proceeded to Consider entertain better hopes than I have for some
the bill for the reorganization of the Post time past done.”
Office department, which was debated until
On the 22d of December, Mr. L. again
the hour of adjournment.
writes, that the King and his ministers
were not willing to put their popularity to
THURSDAY, FEB. 5.
the test on the question ; but that the decis
The resolutions introduced on Wednes
ion, not to make it a cabinet question, might
day by ¿Mr. Clay, were considered and
not be without a favorable operation. He
adopted. The bill to reorganize the Post
is far from being sanguine of success; but
Office Department was considered until the
observes that it is on all hands conceded,
hour of adjournment.
that it would be imprudent to press the
decision before the next month.
FRIDAY, FEB. 6.
Mr. Adams moved to refer the message
The Senate went on with the discussion
of Mr. Grundy’s amendments to the propo and documents to the committee on Foreign
sed Bill of the Post Office Committee, for Relations, with instructions to report forth
the reorganization of that Department. Mr. with. After a long and animated debate,
Grundy took the debate up where it was the papers were referred to that Committee
left at the adjournment yesterday, and occu without any specific instructions.

pied an hour in defending the Postmaster
General against the charge of corruption, or
even intentional malfeasance in office.—
The speech displayed no little talent, and
ingenuity, though it failed to convince or to
affect the opinion of a single Senator. Nor
was it intended to do so.
Messrs. Southard, Ewing, and Bibb
spoke in reply,—and the Senate were pro
ceeding to discuss the amendment offered
by Mr. Grundy, still further, when Mr. Bu
chanan and Mr. Webster suggested that, as
the amendment then under consideration
had reference to the management of the fis
cal concerns of the Department, and to the
liquidation of its present debts, it was better
to postpone that portion ofthe amendments
until the Bill itself came up, and it could be
ascertained what appropriations would be
necessary. After a little conversation, Mr.
Grundy consented to that course,—and the
amendments, which referred to that part of
the bill, proposing the reorganization of the
Department, were taken up in course, and
gone through with. When the Senate ad
journed, Mr. Calhoun had just proposed an
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Petition of Matthias March was referred
to committee on Military Pensions, the com
mittee to whom it had been referred having
requested to be discharged from further
consideration of the same.
Leave to withdraw was granted on peti
tions of Solomon Ross, and Parsons Chase,
et als.
Ordered, That the Committee on the
Judiciary be instructed to inquire into the
expediency of providing, by law, that the
estates of insolvent persons shall be settled
in the same manner as those of other persons
deceased.
Petitions presented and referred—of Ab
igail Stevens and 131 others, female citizens
of Shapleiglq against the sale of ardent spir
its—of David McGreggor in behalf of the
trustees of Falmouth Academy—of Hezeki
ah Williams et als. for a Mutual Fire Insur
ance Company,
Finally passed—for the purchase and
amendment, by consent of the mover of the distribution of Greenleaf’s. Reports.
MONDAY, FEB.

TUESDAY, FEB. 10'.
Read once and to-morrow assigned — Re-
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solve authorizing a part of the Bank Tax
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1835.
to be distributed among certain towns,
which had failed to make any return to the
Jacksòn Legislative Convention.—The
Secretary
for the year 1834.
v I*«. j of State
.v •jdLKbon
uiv juvgibidiuic
Jackson uieriWurb
members ui
of the
Legislature ui
of inis
this
Order of Notice reported to the next State met in the Representatives’ Hall, at AuLegislatuie, on petition of Nathaniel Brack- gUstaj on t|je evening of the 6th inst. to choose
Limm iek’
Cornis11 t0 j delegates to attend the Baltimore Convent
On motion of Mr. F. Greene, Oldered J Tt
l° Ch°°Se 2° deIe^ates> 2

That the Joint Standing Committee on the i each C0Unty’ and the folIow5«g Persons were
Judiciary, be instructed to inquire into the e^ectef^ • -Libez Bradbury and Nathaniel Claik
expediency of repealing “an Act addition-from the County ofYork ; Nath’l. G. Jewel?
al to an Act
j
establishing the Court of and John C. Humphrey from the County of
Common Pleas, approved March 29,183 1. Cumberland ; Amos H. Hodgman and John
which provides that no Judge of the Court D. McCràtè from the County of Lincoln ;
of Common Pleas, shall hold more than Charles Jarvis and Hezekiah Williams from
one term in the same County within this; the County of Hancock; John Dickerson
Stale, in the same year, read and passed.
I
and Otis L. Bridges from the County of
Bill concerning mortgages and pledges of
Washington ; Reuel Williams and Amos
personal property, and property subject io
Notirse from the County of Kennebec ; Ed
any lien created by law, was taken up on
motion of Mr. Barnard, and referred tp a ward L. Osgood and Timothy J. Carter from
Select Committee, consisting of Messrs. the County of Oxford ; Samuel Farrer and
Cullen Sawtelle from the County of Somer
Barnard, F. Greene, and Burnham.
Mr. McLellan, from the Joint Select set ; Samuel Veazey and Cyrus Moore from
Committee, to which was referred an order,! the County of Penobscot'; Richard Smart
directing iht-m to inquire into the expediency ' and Nathan Ide from the County of Waldo.
of repealing “ an additional act, to provide
Several resolutions were reported by a
for the education of youth,” passed ¿March committee appointed for the purpose and
4, 1833, made a report, asking to be dis
adopted unanimously—one of them declares,
charged from the further consideration
that the convention is in favor ofthe nomi
thereof and recommending the reference of
nation of Martin Van Buren for next Presi
the same to the Committee on the Judiciadent of the U. S. and requests the delegates to
ry.
Resolve relating to a Rail Road from use all fair and honorable exertions to pro
some point on the sea-board, or connected cure his nomination.
with the sea-board by navigable tvaters to
This we are told was a ‘Democratic Con
Quebec, was taken up on motion of Mr. vention.’ About a hundred members of the
Chandler. On the question of the final Legislature have undertaken, without in
passage of the Resolve, a discussion ensued structions from their constituents, without
in which Messrs. Chandler, Emmons,
even giving their constituents an opportunity
Greene, Purinton, Tobin, Prescott, and
of communicating to them their views upon
Barnard, took part.
The final passage .of the Resolve was the subject, to choose delegates to a National
decided in the affirmative, by yeas and j Convention—ay, farther, to nominate a can
didate for the Presidency ! Who will deny
nays, as follows ;
Yeas —Messrs. Barnard, Burnham, Em that these men are dear lovers of the People,
mons, Farnham, F. Greene, C. Greene, when they take upon themselves all the Peo
Mantor, McLellan, O’Brien, Pierce, Pres ple’s business, not even troubling them to
cott, Purinton, Randall, Read, and Smith. 1 choose their delegates to a National Conven
-15.'
J
tion, or to speak their wishes in regard to a
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Bartlett, Chandler,!
candidate for the next Presidency. This new
Fish, Latham, Miller, McIntire, and Tobin.
fashioned Jackson ‘ Democracy’ is very like
—8.
Preamble and Resolves in relation to the the old-fashioned Oligarchy, whichjs defined
United Slates Bank, were taken up on by lexicographers to be a “ form of govern
motion of Mr. Greene of Somerset, and ment which places the supreme power in a
read a second time. On motion of Mr. small number,” and yet the party leaders, the
McLellan, it was ordered, that when the young lawyers, the office-holders and the
question be taken on the passage of the salary-men say it is all ‘Democratic,’ and
Resolves, it be by yeas and nays.
who shall gainsay the declaration of ’squires
The question was then decided in the af
and those fine-dressing, important appearing
firmative, as follows :
personages, who are living upon the People’s
Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Bartlett, Brown,
Burnham, Chandler, Fish, F. Greene, C. money and claiming so much wisdom and
Greene, Latham, Mantor, Miller, McIntire, democracy ? Surely none but a ‘ Hartford
Pierce, Purinton, Smith, and Tobin.—16. Convention Federalist’ would have the har
Nays—Messrs. Barnard, Emmons, Farn dihood to question such authority or even
ham, McLellan, O’Brien, Prescott, Randall, to reflect for a moment upon the tendency of
and Read.—6.
their measures ! Oh, no. To be a faithful
‘Jackson Democrat’ now-a-days you must
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
belieull the leaders say—praise all they do
MONDAY, FEB. 9.
— read what they give you to read, and pro
Bill relating to laying out highways was
nounce all that their opponents state to be a
read once and 400 copies ordered to be
‘ federal lie.’ We have improved wonderful
printed.
ly in the science of politics since ’76.
TUESDAY, FEB. 10.
Massachusetts Senator.—The House of
The Resolve in favor of Premiss Mellen
was read a second time, and after a long Representatives, on Friday, 6th inst. proceed
discussion, the House refused to pass the ed to ballot again for a Senator in Congress
same to be engrossed, by the following and again elected Mr. Davis, thus non-con
vote :—
curring with the Senate. The whole num
Yeas— York, Dean, &c.—30.
ber of votes was 532. Necessary to a choice
Nays—York. Brooks, Darn, Deering,
267. Mr. Davis had 268 ; Mr. Adams 229 ;
Goodwin, Gowen, Hammond, Hobbs,
Hobson, Hubbard, Johnson, Lord, Mil others 35. On Tuesday last, the Senate bal
dram., Morrill, Perkins, Powers, Ricker, loted a second time for Senator, with the fol
lowing result
Whole number of votes 39 ;
Stuart, Small, Woodman,,&c. —124.
Mr. Lowell of East ¿Machias, by leave of Necessary for a choice 20 ; John Quincy Ad
the House, laid upon the table a bill addi ams had 25 ; John Davis 11 ; William Bay
tional to regulate Judicial process, which lies 3. Mr. Adams was accordingly elected
was twice read, and on his motion referred on the part of the Senate.—The House, on
to the Committee on the . Judiciary. On Wednesday, assigned Tuesday next for pro
motion of Mr. Scammon of Pittston, Order
ceding to a new balloting.
ed, that 500 copies be printed for the use of
the House.
We have received for publication, from
[The principal features of this Bill are Mr. Pond, late Corresponding Secretary of
the restrictions which it imposes upon the the Maine State Temperance Society, the fol
rights of review and appeal as at present
lowing communication :—
existing, and upon the facility with which
OL^The late Corresponding Secretary of
continuances are obtained. The bilf also
the Maine Temperance Society has not re
provides for the diminution of taxable costs ceived answers to his interrogatories contained
in defaulted actions.]
in a circular dated October 20th, ]834, from
On motion of Mr. Johnson of Cornish, the Temperance Societies in Acton, Alfred,
Ordered, That the Joint Select Committee Berwick, Biddeford, Buxton, Cornish, Eliot,
to whom was referred the petitions for alter Hollis, Kennebunk-port, Kittery, Lebanon,
ations ol the Constitution, be instructed to Limerick, Limington, Newfield, Parsonsfield,
inquire into the expediency of so amending Saco, Sanford, Shapleigh, South Berwick,
Wellsand York. The .Secretaries of those
the Constitution as to secure to every con Societies are respectfully requested to furnish
stitutional voter who may remove from one him with their answers as soon as convenient,
town to another within the term of three that he may complete his 3d annual report
months prior to the annual elections, the without much delay.
Bucksport, Feb. 9, 1835.
right of suffrage in the town from which
he removed, until he shall have acquired
The Post Master General.—The Wash
that right in the town to which he has re
ington correspondent of the Boston Post
moved.
says :—
Petition presented and referred —of So“ Before this reaches you, you will perhaps
phronia Drummond and 84 others for a have heard a rumor that Major Barry con
prohibition of the sale of ardent spirits.
templates resigning, in order to receive the
The Resolutions against the (J. S. Bank, appointment to Spain. This may take place,
were twice read and passed to be engrossed, but it will not be done in a hurry?’
David Henshaw, Collector of Boston, it is
without debate, by the foil owing vote :—
Yeas. ForA—Messrs. Brooks, Deering, rumored, is to receive the appointment of
Post Master General.
Gowen, Hammond, Hobbs, Hobson, John
son, Mildram, Perkins, Stuart, Small.
Dr. Richard C, Mason of Virginia, has
Woodman, &c.—87.
| been appointed by the Post Master General,
Nays. York— Messrs. Cousins, Dean, Treasurerand Chief Clerk ofthe Post Office
Goodwin, Hubbard, Morrill, Powers, Rick Department, in place of Rev. O. B. Brown,
resigned.
er, &c.—57The New York Star, speaking of the po
litical use made by certain prints of the re
cent attempt on the President’s life says, “ his
opponents belong to that class who are the J
friends of liberty and good order, of law and ‘
public safety ; they have had cause to “ speak
daggers,” but they are not suspected of using
any. Who came nearer killing Andrew Jackson and depriving the country of his valuable
services than his present dear friend, Col. i
Benton ?”

There was a severe thunder storm at
Northampton, (Mass.) on the night ofthe 30th
ultimo.

We have received the first number of the
“ Mechanic and Farmer,” published at Ban
gor, by an Association of Mechanics and
Farmers, and edited by Mr. J. S. Say ward.
The appearance of this number is creditable
to the printer and to the editor.
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i have received for publication,from
late Corresponding Secretary of
State Temperance Society, the folnrnunication :—
e late Corresponding Secretary of
3 Temperance Society has not ro
wers to his interrogatories contained
lar dated October 20th, 1834, from
erance Societies in Acton, Alfred,
Biddeford, Buxton, Cornish, Eliot,
ennebunk-port, Kittery, Lebanon,
Limington, Newfield, Parsohsfield,
iford, Shapleigh, South Berwick,
York. The .Secretaries of those
ire respectfully requested to furnish
their answers as soon as convenient,
ay complete his 3d annual report
uch delay.
>rt, Feb.-9, 1835.
Master General.—-The Wash»rrespondent of the Boston Post
st

i this reaches you, you will perhaps
d a rumor that Major Barry conresigning, in order to receive the
nt to Spain. This may take place»
not be done in a hurry."
etishaw, Collector of Boston, it18
is to receive the appointment o
3r General.
hard C, Mason of Virginia,, has
nted by the Post Master General,
and Chief Clerk of the Post Office
t, in place of Rev. O. B. Brown,
zas a severe thunder storm at
on, (Mass.) on the night of the 30t

■ received the first number of th®
• and Farmer,” published at BaD*
i Association of Mechanics an
id edited by Mr. J. S. St

ance of this number is credita A
ter and to the editor.

NoRTiff Eastern Boundary.—The strangé [Correspondenéé of the Portland Advertiser.] I
FROM WASHINGTON.
[Correspondence of the Portland Ad vertiser.j
In Buxton, Feb. 3, Peter Graffam. His death
and inexplicable conduct of the dominant
_
Washington^<feb
1,-------1835. I .On
(
----- .-z
Saturday last, the President of5 thd
was occasioned by a fall on the ice, and loaded
WASHINGTON, FEfc. 6, 1835.
I
must
tell
you
a
most
singular
incident
United
States
made
a
communication
to
the
party in this State, in reference to our NorthPresident's Levee—JI party in Washington—^ wheels passing over him. Such a thing might
Which, on good authority, lam informed oc- House ofRepresetitatives, of such parts of the
not Mve occurred had he used no ardent spirits
Rumors jfrom France. ■
Eastern Boundary, demands the serious at- (
curred here ’yesterday. I believe I did not correspondence of Mr. Livingston, ourMinis- | It was fashion’s turn last night. A Levee that day.—Portland Advocate.
tention of the people. Why all this secrecy ?.¡ inform you that the President, when the mis- ter to France^ as he deemed it compatible
In Bosion, on Mondayj Rev.Benjamin B. Wis*
at the White house, and a party at the house’
—why this refusal to give the people any in creant or maniac who attempted his life was with the public interest to communicate The of a most hospitable and distinguished mem- her, D. D. one of the Secretaries of the American
Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
has not yet
and j ber of your honorable fraternity, drew out all
—!
j v/v reached
ivuuuuu us am
formation upon the subject ? Honest men knocked down and carried to jail, exclaimed correspondence
40. His disease was8* scarlet fever, and he was
“
the
d
—
d
Poindexter
assassin.
”
1
was
unwe
have
but
an
imperfect
account
of
its
’
purwe
have
but
an
imperfect
account
of
its
purI the world to the one, and a very pleasant se- sick but four days.
áo not fear the light—but doers of evil are
willing to do so, as I preferred to let a party port, except so far as regards the opinion of
In GlaSgoW, Scotland,' Rev, Edward Irving,'
lovers of darkness. The conduct of the na complexion to the affair proceed from the Mr. Livingston as to the decision of the . lection from it to the other. It was my first
entree within the walls of the farfarned White the founder bif the < Unknown Tongue,’ aged 42.
tional and state administrations, in regard to other side, if at all. But the remarks of the Chamber of Deputies on the question of an House ; and as I rode thither I reflected that
Globe, on Saturday, and the subsequent or- i appropriation for carrying the treaty into ef-; 11 was
was going
gon,g to
view a
domain, in
in whicl, 1I
this subject, needs explanation, and the peo noWin
view
a right
domain,
SHIP NEWS.
Cthisawavmy “P0'0^ for alk'd'ng t0 “ j fe«- It seems that a letter .of Dee. 3, ex-1 possessed
an toinherent
to* callwhich
myself
ple ought to demand an explanation from
KENNEBUNK, FEB, 14, 1836.
now m tins way
, pressed an opinion that the appropriation Proprietor, at least to a ten millionth part
their servants—they ought to persevere in
It IS said, and I believe it to be true, that a would probably be made-thafa subsequent I thereof. The--------------■ ■
'had■ 1■ ever
P
occupant, neither,
Arrived.
efforts to lift the veil from this business, friend of Mr. Poindexter asked the President, letter expressed more doubt-and finally that seen,—and on the whole I was as green and
Feb. 9—Sch6. Grape, Ward, fibm Boston.
until their efforts shall prove successful. All ■ if he had made use of the expression imputed at the latest date, Dec. 22-the Ministry hav- I raw and fresh and new’ as Davy Crockett was
10—Louisa, Grant;do'. ;—sloop Mafia, Wotiriitb him, and that the President replied,—“ I ing declined making the grant a cabinet ques-' in his memorable visit for the first time to the
may be right—but appearances are strongly
.frankly tell you, that I did say so, and still tion—that is, a question which each member purlieus of the palace; But 1 had this con wood, Gloucester.
against this presumption. The people have j believe that Poindexter procured the man to of the Cabinet was bound to support he in a •
CLEARED.
solation,—among all the crowd 1 should
Feb. 13—Brig Florida, Perkins, for Hayti.
much at stake and ought and will, if they are do the deed—and that he (Poindexter) would I great measure abandoned his hope of a favor-Î; meet there, but few would recognise so much
SAILED.
faithful to their own interests, have the mys have done it himself, ff he had had the cour-1 able result. The Documents bavin* been of a stranger as 1 write myself" and I could
¡age.
I understand that further correspond-1 read, Mr. John Quincy Adams moved that
Feb. 12—Brigs Perseverance, Burnhari), Ha
tery which now hangs about this question j ence has taken place on the subject, between ! they should be referred to the Committee of at any rate display my newness in incognito.
vana /—Packet, Blaisdell, Boston.
“ So boldly 1 entered the ftetherby Hall,
cleared up'—We subjoin an article, in ref j
and the President.
(Foreign Relations, with instructions to re’Mong Lords, amo»g Ladies, and rowdies and
M Kft'ORANpA.
erence to the subject, from the Portland |
I here seems to have been a determination port forthwith. He supported this motion
all”
Cid. at New Orleans, 17th (fit. brig George;
on
the
part
of
the
friends
of
General
Jackson
i
by
remarks
in
which
he
urged
the
propriety
Having
shaken
the
Hero
’
s
hand/
and
said
a
Wise,
Boston.
—
Ar.
16th; barque Corn. Morris;
Advertiser, to which we invite the attention
,
._.........
_
iivj ! word to him upon his health, which be told rerkms, Havana.
and the adherents of this administration, to i of acting on the subject with r
promptness
¿nd
of candid men of all parties :—
Ar. at Mobile, 18th nit. brig Rival, Stone,
give a party character to the transaction, I energy. Of
Ce the debate
>• ■ ensued,The rne "as i,J general good, but that to-day he
which
In reference to this North Eastern Boun which all must alike lament. The Globe im-1 following letter, from the corresbondent* of had been suffering from head ache, 1 made Cadiz ; 17th, Steamer Connecticut, Porter;
dary subject, our readers should keep in mind i fiutes the deed to the speech of Mr. Calhoun (the Atlas, dated at Washington on Saturday ' way for other devotees and elbowing out New Orleans
the following facts :—
Ar. at Havana, 20th uh. brig Lima, Lord
| of the day before. The President raves a-1 last, gives us the best account which has y^t again through thousands ot my countrymen 1 hence.
’
’
That this was not made a party matter till bout Mr. Poindexter,—and some of the un- ! reached us.—Boston Patriot.’
J
recrossed the threshold, and escaped to the
Ar. Nt Boston, 4th, barque Venice, (new) Kinir •
1832, when after one set of Resolutions was I derlings are loud in their denunciations of
.
’
more pleasantly graduated crowd which was hence.
passed by the Legislature of 1832, bold, and ! the Bank, and its hirelings. I have actually ■'
1 here Was quite a pretty little debate in the gathering at Mrs. IS------ ’s.
patriotic, in which all parties concurred,— i been told gravely, by a Jackson member ofi ,
t!,,s. rnomi,1g> I entered just as Mr.
The sound of joyous voices, the swell of
PROBATE NOTICE.
another set was formed, agreeing in sub ¡Congress, that he had no doubt that Nic. I t1?11
Cincinnati took the floor. He was merry music, the twinkle of light feet on the
stance to a concession or a sale for “an i Biddle was at the bottom of it. fIndeed so j lull °f sound and fury—bellowing belligeren- uncarpeted floor, the flashing of thousand
c C& w'i of Proba te held ai ^ouih-Berwick,
ed or
or rea
real l! cy~ea®^r to “ g° the wholeijJ~overflowing
ample indemnity,” which the whig party op | rife were these suspicions (pretended
1 lamps, and eyes more bright and flashing than
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
andixitionajl
honor,!
posed, as in duty bound.
; at the time of the occurrence, that some of with fight and patriotism,
j ' n l1 ’ j they,
mvy, the
me naiciuusvA
kaleidoscopical intermixture of gay
Monday of February, in ¿he year of aùr Lord
j
That the Legislature of 1831 incorporated the zealous friends of the President actually and national pride—and
all that sort of thing. [ dresses, ministerial1 insignia, and military uni
eighteen hundred and ihirlyfivt, by thè
Madawaska, and sent agents there to organ went to Lawrance’s lodgings, and without It was a treat, believe me. He talked like a 1 forms, the graceful quadrille, the whirling
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judgè
ize the town.
young
earthquake
;
and
to
my
great
aston

leave or warrant, opened his trunks, fyc. and
waltz, the laugh, the repartee, the board pro
of said Court :
That residents of Madawaska, thus made examined every thing of the wretched maniac's ishment, entered into a warin’eulogy of the fusely spread, the mantling cup, the toast,
ANIEL CURTIS, naffied executor in a
citizens of Maine, acting under the authority property, on the pretence of searching for cor “ ex-representative of the Executive of the and pledge, all combine to render the scene
certain instrument purporting to be the
of our laws, were imprisoned in Frederick- respondence ! ! Such a proceeding is worthy United States.” What has Mr. Adams done, as gay and brilliant as any 1 have ever wit
last will and testament of Ebenezer Day, late
ton gaol—with convicts and felons.
the worst days of the French ‘ Reign of Ter thought I, that he should deserve praise from nessed. A friend tells me that every body
of Kennebunk, in said county, yeoman^ de
That Gov. Smith upon this issued “ a proc ror :’ it was just the most odious feature of the Bob Lyttle ? It was soon explained.
who is any body, was there, and 1 began to
The President, it appears, had received a think with him, upon casting my eye around ceased, having presented the same for pro
lamation,” and some of the Major Generals | celebrated ‘ Infernal Machine,' the operations
issued orders for their soldiers to prepare for of which form so large a portion of the his communication from Mr. Livingston, our the apartments, and detecting Candidates, bate :
ORDERED,—That the said executor give
arms !
Minister at Paris, which he had partially com and would-be Candidates lor the Presidency,
tory of that horrid era.
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
municated
to
the
House
;
and
Mr.
Adams
had
That an agent was dispatched to FrederNow how positively absurd in every shape
—Judges of the Supreme Court,—Foreign
erickton, if not, as it was said, “ with bread and feature, are these accusations 1 Who made a motion, with the view of calling out Ministers,—Secretaries of Slate,—Senators,— copy of this order to lie publiaftèd three weeks
successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
an
immediate
Report
from
the
Committee
on
I
and cheese” for our citizens in Frederickton i wants Andrew’ Jackson to die before his term
Attaches,—and whole regiments of Repregaol, yet on a most absurd and humiliating i of office expires, excepting Martin Pan Buren, Foreign Relations. It was inferred from the !j sentatives,—Military officers, too, were there ed at Kennebunk, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Saco,
errand.
|—positively the only mortal being whose po- character of bis remarks, that he was inclin- !! in full blow,—Army, Navy, and Marine,—
That the Legislature of Maine invoked the i litical interests could be advanced an iota by ed to sustain the President in-his measures of I shining in all the yellow glory of gorgeous in said county, on lite first Monday of March
aid of Massachusetts, sent Col. Parks there [“.the deep damnation of his taking-off?” hostility ; and this accounted for lhe extrava sword knots and golden lace. Miss Marti next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
as Agent—and then, after Massachusetts had I Surely no opponent of General Jackson’s ad- gant eulogies of the Cincinnati Cicero.
neau and her piquant companion, who are
Considerable sensation was produced by still the objects of the unremitting attentions said instrument should not be’proved, approv
solemnly pledged her services and her Treas ! ministration desires a consummation which
ury, the dominant party in Maine, acting as a ! would place Martin Van Buren at the head this intimation on the.part of Mr. Adams, and of Washington Society, were forming the ed and allowed as the last will and testament
of the said deceased.
party, cowardly deserted her !
} of the Government ; and as to the imputation particularly at the untimely and injudicious centre of a circle, the continuity of which is
Attest, Wm. CefTia Allen, Register.
introduction
of
his
motion
at
this
precise
pe

That the President, notwithstanding he has ' of the revenge of the individuals named, it is
ever kept unbroken by a constant succession
A true copy,—Attest,
had the subject under consideration over three ! too ridiculous to be confuted. Yet I should riod. Mr. Lyttle was followed by the famous of devotees at. their shrine. There, too, was
Wm. Cutter Allbn, Register.
years, yet has no information to give. That ■ not wonder if the attempt to raise this new Joel B. Sutherland, the Van Buren of Penn the “ Spy in Washington,”—
Feb. 7.
g
the Governor communicates no information i hue and cry for party purposes, were success-, sylvania. He also was exceedingly impas
“ A chiel amang then), takin’ notes,—
in his Message.
j ful in some degree, at a distance from the sioned ; but he had a better cue than Mr.
And faith, he’ll prent it !”
WRAPPING PAPER.
That American citizens in Madawaska are ¡occurrence ; but whatever impressions to the Lyttle, and was for hushing np matters. He
The correspondential corps was also fully H
REAMS Wrapping Paper, just
now under a British King, and ruled by I contrary are produced through the instru- did not think it expedient to agitate the ques represented ; I recognized many of those
received and for sale by
British—and lastly,—that no citizen of Maine ; mentality of a partisan press, one thing is ve- tion at this moment ; he was for waiting fur “ abstract and brief chroniclers of the time,”
WM* LORD.
is permitted to knoiv in ivhat condition the ne [ ry certain ; that no man of common sense ther information ; he wanted more light.— as Hamlet called the players, now chatting
Feb. 13, 1835.
Joel
took
iip
the
subject
enthusiastically.
gotiation is, which has at stake 5,000,000 of ; here believes that the act was ought but the; Joel
enthusiastically, with their partners in the dance, and anon
acres of land, much of which is said to | inadness of a maniac, Should
any new?.,?111» his teeth and brandishing his arms,' talking gravely, on matters of high import, COMMISSION ERS’ NOTIC E.
f
j
like
the
wings
of
a
wind
mill.
:hkethA
On the whole ¡with Senatorsand'reverend seignors. While
contain the finest land for lumber and cultiva lights shine upon this dark transaction, I will•
FglHE subscribers having been appointed
tion.
/
reflect them for the benefit of your readers.L i it was a tolerable display :* J,ie beplastered his at this party/ a gentleman from Baltimore A
by the Hon. Wm. A. Hates, Judge of
very particular friend the Ex-President,
with_ brought a whisper of rumored troubles in
Such being the facts, we again call public
t?.. n
Probate for the County of York, Commission
a
eulogy
that
must
have
been
as
gratifying,
attention to the following Orders, which the
France
:
of
the
reception
of
the
President
’
s
THE NEW SENATE.
ers to receive and examine the claims of tho
House have voted down, and ask the peo
There remain but three vacancies to be filled as it was unexpected, to its distinguished ob message,-—the indignation of the French several creditors to the estate of
ple to note the names of the members in the U. 8. Senate, as it will be constituted after ject.
Government,—the issuing of large numbers
JAMES JONESj
who refused to let the people look into the the 3d of March next, viz. one in Rhode Island,
The eminent killer of Tecumseh, and the of the document,—and the unanimous rejec
acts of their own servants. Let any one an one in Tennessee, and one in Mississippi, With Vice President that is to 1 -a of the States, oc tion of the treaty by the French Chambers. The late of Eliot, in said County, deceased, repre
swer, if there is ought asked in the Orders, these exceptions, the Senate will be composed as cupied the House a few minutes in an inef papers of this morning, do not, however, con sented insolvent, hereby give notice that six
follows :
that an honest party ought to refuse.
fectual endeavor to enlighten them on the firm this rumor, although it has internal evi ihonths are allow«.d t© said creditors to bring
in and prove their claims, and that we shall
question.
North Carolina.
Maine.
dence enough to make it at least plausible.
attend that service at the dwelling-house of
STATE OF MAINE.
Ether Shepley,.
Willie P. Mangum,!
Mr. Evans of Maine, then got possession
the said deceased, in Eliot, on the last Mon
John Ruggles.
Houseof Representatives, Jan. 12, 1835.
Bedford Brown.
Thirteen
brick
houses
were
destroyed
by
of the floor, and spoke some minutes in a
New -Hampshire.
days of this and the four following months, at
South Carolina.
Ordered, That the Governor be requested
fire
in
Spring-street,
New-York,
on
Thursday
temperate, judicious and vigorous style. His
one of the clock in the afternoon of said days*
William C. Preston,
to inform the House, whether the British Isaac Hill,
evening.
Loss
about
$60.000.
manner is very pleasant, and his matter clear
John C. Calhoun.
MARK DENNETT, ? Commission*
Government have or claim possession or ju Henry Hubbard.
and
consecutively
put
together.
He
allud

ly
Massachusetts.
Georgia.
MOSES HAMMOND,
risdiction down to the line recommended by
Rev. Obadiah B. Brown has resigned his
ed to the remarks of Mr. Adams, and consid
Daniel Webster,
Alfred
Cuthbert,
Eliot, February 2, 1835.
hU-Qiajesty , the King of the Netherlands, and John Davis.
John P. King.
ered them as indicating an intention to advise place as Chiel Clerk in the P. O. Department.
whether they have or claim any possession
Rhode Island.
Kentucky.
and sustain a hostile attitude against France.
STRAY COLT.
or jurisdiction on the left bank of the St. Asher Robbins,
Henry Clay,
In the Supreme Court of the United States,
TRAYED from the subscriber on Friday
He was here interrupted by Mr. Adams,
Johns river west of the line running north One vacancy.
John J. Crittenden.
in
the
case
of
the
United
States,
pl
’
tfis
in
error
the 9th inst., a Colt, two years old, with'
who claimed the floor, for the purpose of ex
from the source of lhe ^t. Croix to the High
Connecticut.
Tennessee.
dark mane and tail, with both ears cropped.
planation.
Mr. Adams did not consider vs. Joseph Nourse, the judgment of the Cir
lands.
Gideon Tomlinson,
Felix Grundy,
himself as committed one way or the other. cuit Court for Washington has been affirmed. Any person that will give information of said
One vacancy.
Ordered, That the Governor be requested Nathan Smith.
Colt, shall be satisfied for their trouble.
The question of our French Relations was
V ermont.
Ohio.
to inform the House, whether any instruc
UNION ACADEMyTkÊNNEBUNK.
JOTHAM MOULTON, M
Thomas Ewing,
one of immense importance : it was one of
tions Were given to Messrs. Preble, Williams Samuel Prentiss,
The
Trustees
of
Union
Academy
are'
here

Sanford, January 24, 1835.
Thomas Morris.
many conflicting opinions: the session was
and Emery, ©ur commissioners, or to either Benjamin Sioift.
by
notified,
to
meet
in
the
Flail
of
said
Acad

ew-York.
Louisiana.
fast wearing away, and no action had been
of them, to concede or surrender any portion Silas N
Wright*; Jr.
Printing Type for sale.
Alexander Porter,
had by the House on this most important emy on the 24th inst. at 6 o’clock P. M.—
of the territory claimed by this State, for or Nathaniel P. Talmadge. Charles Gayarie.
OR sale by the subscriber the following
topic. He desired that some action should The transaction of important business re
without an equivalent or consideration, con
New Jersey.
Indiana.
founts of Type.
take place—that the question should be fairly quires a punctual attendance.
ditional or otherwise, and whether either or Samuel. L. Southard,
William Hendricks,
John Butler, President of the Board.
met—and he hoped that the House w'ould
400 lbs. Long Primer, (the same as used in
any of said Commissioners did propose or Garret D. Wall.
John Tipton.
Close of the first term, Wednesday 25th
not, like the Senate “dodge the question."
this paper,) at 12£ cts. per lb.
suggest such concession or surrender, with
Pennsylvania.
Mississippi.
This expression took the House by surprise, inst. Public examination of the several clas 300 lbs. Small Pica, about half worn.
John Black,
or without an equivalent or consideration, James Buchanan,
and the Speaker rapped to order.
Mr. ses, before a Committee appointed by the 230 lbs. Small Pica, about one quarter worn,
One vacancy.
and if with, what equivalent or consideration, Samuel McKean.
Adams with much warmth repeated his Trustees, for this purpose, to commence on 100 lbs. Pica,—has been but little worn.
Dalaware. ,
Illinois.
conditional or otherwise.
Arnold Naudain,
Elias K. Kane,
hope that the House would not, like the Sen Wednesday at 9 o’clock A. M, Parents, 74 lbs. Double Pica,—but little worn.
John M. Clayton.
John M. Robinson.
ate, “ dodge the question." “ Order,” said the guardians, and friends of the students are in
5 lbs. Two-Line Brevier Capitals—good as
Richard Bailey, Colonel of the 2d Regi
Maryland.
new.
Speaker, “ no allusion is permitted to the vited to attend.
ment of N.H. Militia, was tried by a Court Rob't H Goldsborough, William R. King,
’ proceedings of the other Branch.”
A variety of Cuts suitable for a Newspa
Gabriel Moore.t
per,— gopd as new.
Martial, on the 2d Dec., on certain charges Joseph Kent.
In the course of his observations, Mr. Ad
Temperance Meetings.
Virginia.
Missouri,
An Address on the
ams attempted to do away the impression that
Also, several Composing-Sticks.
‘w subject of Temperance
brought against him by Lt. Col. Stearns and John Tyler,
Lewis F. Linn,
his previous remarks had excited, but with will be delivered at the Methodic!
The above articles will be sold cheap—hav
Methodist
MeetingBenjamin
W.
Leigh.
Thomas
H.
Benton.
Maj. Zenas Crowell. The Court decided
out effect. He unquestionably thinks that house (at^Alewife) in this
town,, .by
„_____
, Rev. ing a much larger quantity of Type, than is
Those whose names are printed in italics, are the views of the President in regard to France Charles Baker, on Monday
unanimously that Bailey was guilty of ungehevening next— necessary in a country Office.
Whigs.—The rest Jackson, except the two mar
tlemanly, unofficer-like and improper con ked!, who under the influence and instruc should be sustained by Congress; but in this commencing at early candle-lighting?
Any person wishing to purchase will find
(Ljr’Friends oi the cause are invited to at it to their advantage to call on the subscriber,
duct, and sentenced him to receive a public tions of Jackson Legislatures, may be classed us I hope I do him injustice.
Mr. Evans resumed the floor; and was tend.
JAMES K. REMICH,
reprimand in orders, from the Major General doubtful. The result then is—
Kennebunk, Jan. 30, 1835.
Kennebunk, Feb. 14, 1835.
followed by Mr. Gilmer of Geo. Patton of Va.
Whigs
22
of the 2d Division of N. H. Militia. The
and Mr. Everett of Mass. Mr. Everett
Jackson
- 21
P. S. Letters relative to the above must
Major General has carried the sentence into
Doubtful
2
An Address will be delivered before the be post paid.
made a clear and manly exposition of the
3
Vacancies
“
Kennebunk
Temperance
Society,
”
by
Rev.
whole
case.
His
impression
had
been
grad

effect, by causing the proceedings of the
ually becoming stronger, that we had little Mr. Clark of Weils, on Tuesday evening
Court Martial, accompanied with a severe rep
NOTICE
Total,
48
to hope at present from the French Govern next, at 7 o’clock, at the Vestry of the Second
LL persons are hereby forbid passing
There is little doubt of the election of Jackson ment. He believed that Louis Philippe had Parish.
rimand of said Bailey, to be printed in the
through my land on the private road
several newspapers published in the Division. Senators in Tennessee and Mississippi. In throughout acted in good faith ; that he was
Kennebunk, Feb. 14, 1835.
Rhode Island the probability is in favor of the
leading from my house to Gooch’s beach, so
This is the end of the ‘ General Muster’ fra Whigs. In order to give the Whigs a majority, anxious to effect the passage of the appropri
called ; as lam determined to prosecute all
Siennelnmk Aycenm.
they must have the two members whom we ation; and that all his constitutional influence
cas, at Dover, last fall.
who pass or repass, with teams or carriages,
in
every
conceivable
way,
would
be
brought
A
L
ecture
will
be
delivered
before
this
have classed as doubtful, and also the member to
without my consent,
be elected from Rhode island. If either of these to bear upon this object. Mr. Everett Institution, at the Hall of Union Academy, on
JOHN MITCHELL,
PAUPERS.
should prove to be a Jackson-man, the casting thought we should stand upon the treaty as Thursday evening next, (Feb. 19,) by Rev.
Kennebunk, Feb. 7, 1835.
The Legislature of 1834 passed a resolve vote of the Vice President will give the same it is; and insist on its precise and definite George W. Wells,—commencing at 15
e for ascertaining the number and expense character to the Senate.—JV. Y. Jour, of Com.
fulfilment ; but that the time had not arrived minutes before 7 o’clock.
Feb. 14.
of supporting the poor throughout the State?
for the adoption of any thing like hostile
JI just decision.—It has recently been deci action.
A list of the returns, arranged by Counties,
OR sale by the subscriber, a large Iron
HYMENEAL.
Screw and Nut, suitable for a Press for
was made to the Legislature by the Secre ded upon a suit prosecuted at law in New
Some other debate ensued on the subject,
York, that a postmaster who suffers newspa and various amendments were proposed to
a Clothier or a Book Binder. Said Screw is
tary of State, on the 10th ult. 106 towns
MARRIED—In Kittery, Jan. 8th, by Mark
pers to continue coming to his office without
and plantations, from some cause or other, notifying the publishers that they are not tak the resolution of Mr. Adams. The commu Dennett, Esq. Mr. William Adams, jr. to Miss a gpod one, und will be sold much below its
real value,
nication
from
the
President
was
finally
referMary Spinney.
have not complied with the resolve, or at en out by the persons to whom they are diJAMES K. REMICH,
red to the Committee on Foreign Affairs ;
In Pittston, Mr. James' Wra. Crowell, former
r ■ ’
-- pay the printer
• - the
- full
- - \[ divested
least do not appear in the printed returns. rected-mu
S-i -himself
of the order with which Mr.
Adams
Kennebunk, January 30, 1835.
’
____
4 ly publisher of the Lincoln Intelligencer, of Wis
far such
QMrn fUfifrf.itK.Pto.
'nnnfirn^
.
amount Or
of nrs
his hill
bill for
untaken
papers.
Expense of supporting paupers in the sever (LHlOUTll
|
I
’
VW
II---desired
to UWVIMMUUJ
accompany it
—to wit, that they casset, to Miss Elizabeth Ann Follinsbea.
„i ixzv«i report
” have
‘
* such .post- should
^several,
“ forthwith.”
al counties, as far 9s returns were received, This is right. rWe
CollMiriiL’s First Wessons«
masters now
After
our pa-’
, in mind. , ----, sending
, .
Tnu
^blui
was as follows :
The iciicib
letters num
from nir.
Mr. juiviij
Livingston
were of
COLBURN’S First Lessons in
OBITUARY,
I
pers
to
subscribers
‘
through
o
their
office
for
the
dates
of
Dec.
3d
and
22d
;
; the first
$ cts.
Counties.
Arithmetic, just received and
YY1
A A t •1 42 fYfiri
VPJII’G von
•
months
and years,
we have r*at♦ lootlast fniin/i
found rvnf
out auguring
final success by the judicious appliDIED—In Limington, widow Lombard, aged for sale at the publishers’ prices, by
York,
10,396 38
that the paper has not been taken out for a I cation of a little menace, and the latter despair- about
80 ;—Miss Lydia, daughter of the Jate
D, REMICH,
Cumberland,
10,437 77
long
time,
and
therefore
payment
is
refused.
:
u
,
i
.
i in£
any mode of obtaining our claims. Capt. Pelatiah Marr, aged 20 years ;—Isaiah,
Kennebunk, Feb. 7, 1834.
Lincoln,
9,844 98
Posiraaslers, who by .hen- neglect of duty, The latter was predicated on the refusal of son of Mr. Caleb Cole, aged.about 16 years.
wdl thus lead publishers into difficulty ought the French Min^ters lo make the American
3,607 63
Hancock,
In Hollis, 27th Deo. John Dennett, Esq. aged
WOOD £3 G
to be held hah e for all the damages resulting Treaty a Cabinet measure, and rest their 66 years.
Washington,
4,361 87
In
Litchfield,
Me.
Mrs.
Mary,
consort
of
Mr.
from such neglect.-Gardiner Chronicle.
continuance in office on its final success—
Kennebec,
10,919 36
HOSE, who calculate on paying for
Andrew Brown, formerly of this town, aged 69,
’5,442 93
r, . r,
r» 7
tt
at
•
J rLbe suggestion of menace, onthe part of Mr.
Oxford,
their papers in Wood and Country
In
Portland,
on
Thuisday
last,
Capt.
Jonathan
, Out Door People.—Dr. Morse, in one of Ijvingslon, must have been made from a
Produce, are requested to deliver it immedU
4,621 59
Somerset,
Dow,
aged
52
years.
the early editions of his Geography, speaking previous know|ed of lhe contents of the
Miss
jn Dover,
Miss Abigail Ricker, aged 39, for-« ately—otherwise Cash will be expected.
3,676 61
Penobscot,
.of the City of Albany, says: “The place con- Message, and with the view of extenuatingm'rly
of Lebanon
JAMES K. REMICH.
Waldo,
5,697 35
tarns two thousand houses, am ten thousand lhe rasl, and intemperate recommendations
'In Danvers,
Kennebunk Gazette Office,
Mrs. Elizabeth, widow of the late
inhabitants, all with their gahie end# to the of the President
Mr James Osborne, 66.
January 24,1835<
street.”
08,406 47
Total,
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POETRY.
[From the Boston Mercantile Journal ]
LICENSE LAWS.
BY REV. JOHN

,

PIERPONT.

“ We license thee for so much gold,”
Said they who filled St. Peter’s chair,
“ To put away thy wife who’s old,
And take one that is young and fair
For public good requires a dome
To swell, like heaven’s, for us at Rome.”
For so much gold, we license thee,”
So say our laws—a draught to sell,
That bows the strong, enslaves the free,
And opens wide the gate of hell.
For public good requires that some,
Since many die, should live by Rum.

Ye civil Fathers ! while the foes
Of this Destroyer seize their swords,
And Heaven’s own hail is in the blows
They're dealing—will ye cut the cords
That round the falling fiend they draw,
And o’er him hold your shield of Law ?
And will ye give to man a bill
Divorcing him from heaven’s high sway,
And while God says “ thou shalt not kill”—
Say ye, “ for gold ye may—ye may ?”
Compare the body with the soul !
Compare the bullet with the bowl ! !

In which is felt the fiercer blast
Of the destroying Angel’s breath ?
Which binds its victim the more fast ?
Which kills him with the deadlier death ?
Will ye the felon fox restrain,
And yet take off the tiger’s chain?

a wooden box made, with a hole in the
lid, and labelled “ Rum,” into which he
every day dropped as much money as
he had been in the habit of spending
for liquor. The box was never open
ed till very recently, when on counting
the sum, it was found to amount to no
less than one hundred and eighty dol
lars, with a part of which he purcha
sed a good house lot, and the remain
der will go towards putting a neat and
comfortable new house upon it. Such
examples are above all praise.
Salem Gazette.
Look over your accounts.—A respec
table merchant lately stated publicly
in our hearing, that after having, from
conscientious scruples, relinquished
the traffic in ardent spirits, on looking
over the list of bad debts, he found
that at least nine tenths of them were
due from rum drinkers. The business
of the firm, to which he belonged, has
been decidedly more prosperous since
they relinquished the traffic, than it
was before.— Temperance Herald.

GREAT NATIONAL WORK.

AMERICANT MAGAZME

STOVES! STOVES! I
^illpatriek

OF USEFUL AND ENTERTAINING KNOWLEDGE.

Illustrated with numerous Engravings,
BY THE BOSTON BEWICK COMPANY.

Millard,

AVE for sale, at their Store in Kenne

H

Advertisement!
TO THE ASTHMATIC & CONSUMPTIVE.
T | Ml E most prevalent and fatal of all the
1
diseases incident to civilized society
—the Consumption—may generally be tra
ced to the least alarming of disorders, a
slight but neglected Cold ! By estimation,
it appears that ONe hundred and fifty
thousand persons die annually of the Con
sumption. Most of these dreadful results
may be attributed to common folds, and a
negligent treatment of the harrassing Cough
that generally ensues, which is usually fol
lowed by difficult breathing, pain in the side,
and at last Ulcerated Lungs. Violent and
repeated Asthmatic attacks also bring on
Consumptive symptoms. One or two dol
lars expended in the purchase of
DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC PILLS,
and a little attention to their timely admin
istration, will usually ensure a mitigation of
these disorders, and generally effect a cure.
The Pills are also an easy and effectual rem
edy for the symptoms preceding and ac
companying the Asthma and Consumption.
For colds, coughs, difficulty of breathing,
tightness and strictures across the chest,
wheezing, pain in the side, spitting of blood,
&c. Few cases can occur of any of this
class of disorders, in which the purchasers
of Dr. Relfe’s Pills will not find a rich re
turn for their trifling expenditure. Price —
whole boxes, 30 Pills, $1 ; half do. 12 Pills,
50 cts.

bunk, (next door east of Phineas
HE success which has attended the best
Stevens’Silver Smith’s Shop,)
Magazines from the English press, has
A large assortment of S TO VES ; consisting of
led to preparations for issuing a periodical
Cooking Stoves;
more particularly adapted to the wants and
Parlour
Stores ; Pox Stoves,
taste of the American public. While it will
be the object of the proprietors to make the suitable for Meeting Houses, School Houses,
work strictly what its title indicates, it will, Stores, Shops, &c. &c.
also—An assortment of
nevertheless, contain all articles of interest
FIRE FRAMES.
to its patrons, which appear in foreign Mag
azines.
Cast Iron Oven ^Souths.
Extensive preparations have been entered
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to
into, both with Artists and Authors, to fur call and examine for themselves. They have
nish,' from all rparts of the Union,7*0
drawings onii uauii
hand dll
an Cextensive
Alullol V
dccUl
assortment,
Llilvl ilj Vl
of viillvlvill
different
and illustrations of every subject of interest, ! sizes, all of which .will be soldat very low
L» z~x K» i > li I i o L n no HAnAilnntliT L» ri I » z-» « n
• _ : _
which the
publishers confidently believe «xrill
will prices.
enable them to issue a work honorable to its
ffi/^STOVE Apparatus furnished
at
title, and acceptable to the American people. short notice. ([/^Funnel made and repaired.
The American Magazine is published
Kennebunk, Sept. 26, 1834.
monthly—each number containing between
forty and fifty imperial octavo pages, at Two
Dollars per annum, payable in advance.
It comprises—Portraits and Biographical
Sketches of distinguished Americans; Views
of Public Buildings, Monuments, and Im
AS for sale at his Shop in Kennebunk
provements ; Landscape Scenery—the bound
port, a large assortment of
less variety and beauty of which, in this
STO1FB3, viz :
country, will form an unceasing source of in
struction and gratification ; Engravings and 7 different patterns of COOKING STOVES
and a variety of FIRE FRAMES.
descriptions of the character, habits, &c. of
ALSO
Birds, Beasts, Fishes, and Insects, together
SIX PLATE & BOX STOVES,
with every subject connected with the Geog
raphy, History, Natural and Artificial resour suitable for Meeting-houses, School-houses,
ces of the country, illustrated in a familiar Stores, Shops, &c., which he will sell as rea
sonable as can be purchased in Boston or
and popular manner.
elsewhere.
FREEMAN HUNT, Agent
ALSO,
TO THE
of the Boston Bewick Company,
A good assortment of JTN WARE—
J/o. 47 Court-street.
(f/^Any person remitting the Agent, by Copper Tea Kettles.—Sheet Iron Funnel made
HITE and sound Teeth are both
mail, post paid, ten dollars, shall receive six and repaired at short notice.
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 23, 1834.
6m
an ornament and a blessing. The
copies for one year—and continued as long
best security for their advantage is to be
as the money is regularly forwarded.
Sept. 9.
found in the use of the
BRITISH ANTISEPTIC DENTRIFICE.
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
This elegant Tooth Powder, with a very
iMRfl wood LUMBER, Which cures in less than one hour’s appli little use, eradicates the Scurvy in the gums,
cation. See directions.
and prevents the accumulation of Tarter,
OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTIONS, VIZ. :
HE character of this celebrated Oint which not only blackens, but loosens the
HITE Beech Timber, 4 inches thick
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
teeth, and accelerates their decay. The
and from 10 to 15 inches wide, saw
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
ed alive.
removes the prevailing_ cansdisease called the Itch—and for all kinds of,J Dentrifice thus
.
Rock Maple Boards, 1 inch thick, of any pimples on the skin, it is also a valuable ar- [es of offensive breath, preserves the healthiwidth above 12 inches.
I ness and floridness of the gums, and renders
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Also, second growth White Ash, 2£ inches The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, the teeth beautifully white. Price 50 cents.
thick and 10 inches and upwards in width.
which are so eminently useful for removing
Any person wishing to contract for the all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
None are genuine unless signed or
above, will please call on the subscribers
the outside printed wrapper by the sole Pro
Afresh
supply
is
just
received,
and
for
sale
by
soon.
prietor,T. Ki dorr, immediate successor
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
MILLER & HALL.
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
Kennebunk, Jan. 21, 1835.
Wholesale by
VV. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings. street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, ,1. P.
INTER Strained and Refined Oil, for Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to by his special appointment, by
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
sale by
MILLER & HALL.
JOHN L1LL1B, Kennebunk.
Jan. 24, 1835.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port,

T
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Stoves & Fire Frames-

H

A few days ago I stopt for dinner at
a temperance tavern in C------ . Soon
after 1 entered the house the landlord
The living to the rotting dead,
The God contemning Tuscan* tied,
directed my attention to a tumbler with
Till, by the way, or on his bed,
a colored residuum in the bottom of it.
The poor corpse-carrier drooped and died,
On my expressing surprise at such a
Lashed hand to hand, and face to face,
In fatal and in loathed embrace.
sight, he explained it< by saying that
(tFLadies I
Col------- , (a member of the Executive
Less cutting, think ye, is the thong
That to a breathing corpse, for life,
Council of this State,) had called a
Lashes, in torture loathed and long,
short
time before, and meeting a friend
The drunkard’s child, the drunkard’s wife ?
there had ordered tumblers and water,
To clasp that clay—to breathe that breath—
And no escape !—O, that is death !
and provided brandy from a flask—
carried in his pocket! Thinks I to
Are ye not fathers ? When your sons
Look to you for their daily bread,
myself, this is both a bad sign and a
Dare ye, in mockery, load with stones
good one. A bad sign as showing that
The table that for them ye spread ?
there are those still left who love bran
How can ye hope your sons will live,
If ye, for fish a serpent give ?
dy, and in spite of public opinion, will
have it. A good sign as showing that
O, Holy God ! let light divine
Break forth more broadly from above,
brandy is not now as heretofore to be
Till we conform our laws to thine ;—
found at every corner, and that this
The perfect law of truth and love ;
fact is so well known, that those who
For truth and love alone can save
Thy children from a hopeless grave.
are unwilling to abandon its use, are
obliged
to be their own retailers.—ib.
*Mezentius. See Virgil, Enead, viii, 481—491.
Judge Burke, by the hurried man
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
ner in which he was accustomed to at
STATE TEMPERANCE SOCIETY. tend to his personal concerns, some
The annual meeting of the State times brought the laugh against him
Temperance Society was held in this self. It is the practice in South Caro
town on Wednesday and Thursday, lina for the judges and members of the
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
VEGETABLE
SLEIGH SHOES.
and although the weather was extreme bar to wear black gowns in Court. The
Dec. 31, 1834.
TEEL
Plated
Sleigh
Shoes
for
sale
by
ly cold, a very large delegation attend judge’s wife usually wore a dress of the
RHEUMATIC
DROPS.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
MILLER & HALL.
BOND—Benjamin 1W/1" ANY articles are before the public
EV. PHINEAS
ed, and the discussions were continued same material and color, and one Jan. 23, 1835.
Ob Bourne
—William P. Bourne—Robert
B<
for two days with unabating interest, morning when his honor had taken his
1-VA as a cure for that most obstinate
G. Bowdoin—Mrs. Lydia Balls,—Daniel
SLEIGH SHOES.
evincing most clearly that the temper seat upon the bench, enrobed, as he
and tormenting disease, the Rheumatism ;
Cleaves—Joseph H. Curtis, Elisha ChadTEEL Sleigh Shoes, and Swedes Steel,
ance cause has now enlisted a very thought, in his official toga, and was be
bourne,—Charles Day,—Mrs. Elizabeth Em and from close observation we are led to
for sale by the subscriber.
large portion of the best talent and the ginning to address the grand jury of
ery—Doct. W. S. Emerson,—Oliver Free believe, that they have, to a very great ex
WILLIAM LORD.
tent, failed to produce that desirable result :
man,—James N. Gould.
highest respectability in the State. So one of the counties of the interior, he Jan. 23,1835.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
and may it not be attributed to the fact, that
was
not
a
little
surprised
and
discon

numerous were the speakers, it became
Josiah Hutchins,—Miss Mary Ann Jones, articles said to cure this troublesome disor
expedient to prohibit any one from oc certed to find the whole auditory, jury
JOIST WANTED.
—Luther Kimball—John Kimball—Miss Lu der, are also recommended to cure almost
cupying the floor more than five min men, barristers, tipstaff, and all, burst
FEW thousand feet of small joist or cy M. Kimball,—James Larrabee—Samuel
scantling, either Pine, Spruce or Hem H. Littlefield—William Lord—John Lillie— every disease with which our frail bodies
utes at a time. On Wednesday even into a loud laugh, at the ridiculous fig
lock,
wanted immediately by
Messrs. Jere. Smith & Nath. Littlefield—Mrs. are attacked, and in their preparation that
ing Dr. Holman, of Gardiner, repeated ure of the Judge, who instead of his
MILLER & HALL.
Elizabeth F. Lord—Miss Affia Littlefield— object is kept in view, viz: to have the
his admirable lecture on the “ bottle own proper gown, sat solemnly array Jan. 24, 1885.
Miss Sarah Jane Lunt,—John Mitchell—Miss medicine a core for all diseases ?
imp ” to an immense audience. We ed in his wife’s black petticoat, with
The Vegetable Rheumatic Drops are of
Olive Mitchell—Miss Hannah C. Merrill.
have not room now for any account of his arms stuck out through the pocket
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
fered to the public as a remedy for Rheuma
Carlton Parker—Sam’l Pike—Miss Han tism, and as no case is known where a per
HOMAS’ (old) Farmer’s ; Spofford’s
the doings of the society ; the whole holes ; he having, in a mistake, packed
Yankee, and Miniature Almanacks for nah Perkins,—Noah Nason,—James K. Rem- fect cure was not effected, we are justified
will soon be published in the forthcom up that feminine garment in his trunk
1835. For sale by
D. REMICH.ich—Daniel Remich—Mrs. Ruth Robinson—
in declaring it a valuable medicine for that
ing number of the Temperance Herald. at Charleston, instead of his own.
Lyman Richardson,—David Smith—George
Nov. 20, 1834.
painful disease, and for no other is It recom
The officers chosen for the ensuing
Storer—Mrs. Eunice Sjmpsön.
mended.
—Price 50 cents. ’
To believe every thing is weakness,
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.
year are—
TAKE NOTICE.
Titcomb & Smith—Ezra Thompson,—to believe nothing is folly, to discrimi
CERTIFICATES.
Hon. Robert P. Dunlap, President.
HE subscriber, having contracted with
Miss Mary P. Webster.
44
Messrs. Crosbys Co. :
the overseers of the poor of the town
Asa Redington, Jr. Corresponding Sec. nate between truth and error, is proof
JAMES OSBORN, Jr. P. M.
An apprentice of mine having
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
William A. Drew, Recording Secretary. of a sound understanding.
ing to said town, for the tern* of one year from
been for many months so much afflicted
Elihu Robinson, Treasurer.
Nfew Type and Stereotype date hereof, and having made provision for Remaining in the Post Office at North-Ber with the Rheumatism in one of his knees,
Samuel Redington,
that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
as to be unfit for labor ; and after trying on
Foundry, in Boston.
wick, Me. Dec. 31, 1834.
boring or supporting any of said paupers on
Bartholomew Nason,
HE
Type
and
Stereotype
Foundry
for

him many popular medicines,! applied your
Executive Com.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
his
account.
Rev. Thomas Adams,
merly located in Lancaster, is removed
Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which in a
AHUM
BRAGDON,
—
Geo.
Clark,
Ber

JAMES HOBBS.
to No. 3, Water Street, Boston, where the
Theodore S. Brown.
wick,—James Clements, Berwick— short time effected a perfect cure : and it
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
subscribers
are
prepared
to
furnish
New
and
Augusta Journal.
Benja. Colbath,—Benja. Furber, Berwickhas
— now been more tlmn six months, and
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Warren R. Davis.—It will be seen
from the following extract from the
Washington correspondent of the Ñ.
Y. Journal of Commerce, that Warren
R. Davis, a member of the House of
Representatives from S. Carolina, re
cently deceased, adds another to the
long and black catalogue of the victims
of Intemperance.
“ This melancholy event furnishes
me with another occasion for another
lecture on Temperance. Mr. Davis
was one of the most intellectual men I
ever knew—a scholar and a gentle
man. He was compounded and made
up of such qualities, as with industry
and good habits, would have made him
one of the most eminent men, not of his
own State only, but of the Union.—
His social qualities were the love, the
esteem and admiration of all his ac
quaintance ; and his natural talents,
and literary and scientific endowments
were various, commanding and perma
nent,—but yet this man,—such a man—
has now fallen the victim of Intemperance.
The fact is enough—my lecture is fin
ished. If the world, the religious
world, the moral world, the world of
Christian benevolence, and the law-ma
king world, are insensible to such a
fact, then nothing can touch them but
the gnawings of the worm that never
dies.”

Second Hand PRINTING TYPE, BRASS
and ZINK RULE, LEADS, &c. &c.
Having made an arrangement with Mr.
Jesse Holmer for the manufacture of Type,
and other articles usually furnished by Type
Founders, and as he is well experienced and
interested in this department, customers are
assured that particular pains will be tak
en to answer all orders in a prompt and
faithful manner.
They have on hand, a large quantity of
Pica, Small Pica, Long Primer, Burgeois,
Brevier, Minion, Nonpareil, and Pearl Type
of various faces, which has been used for
Stereotyping, and is but very little worn,
which is offered at a large discount.
An assortment of Newspaper and Toy
Book Cuts, Stage Cuts, &c.
METALLIC RULE, a good article for
Advertisement Rules to Newspapers, Tables,
&c. which can be offered for half the price of
Brass.
All orders for the above will be thankfully
received.
(t/^A large discount will be made for cash.
STEREOTYPING in all its branches, ex
ecuted with accuracy and dispatch, in the
most perfect manner. Particular attention is
paid to Stereotyping Works illustrated with
Wood Cuts.
Publishers are requested to examine works
recently Stereotyped at this Foundry, as it
is believed no works have been out of it but
such as would do credit to any Foundry in
the country.
Orders executed on the most liberal terms
as toprice and payment.
SHEPARD OLIVER, & Co.,
No. 3, Water Street, 2d door
from Washington-street.
Jan. 27.

N

George Frost,—Miss Susan Gray—Geo. W.
FEW thousand good White Oak Hhd. Gerry.
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P.
Hoops wanted by the subscribers, if
Miss Eliza Harnmond—John Hammond—
offered soon. None but a first rate article
Oliver Hill—Philander Hartwell—Stephen
will betaken.
MILLER & HALL.
Hussey—J. Hovey, Esq. Berwick—Mrs. Ruth
Jan. 24, 1835.
Hussey,—Miss Sarah Junkins—Isaiah John
son,
—Daniel W. Kimball, Berwick,—Miss
FLOUR & MOLASSES. Dorcas
Libby,—J. B. Nute, Berwick,—Alvan
UST received, a quantity of prime GenPerkins—Isaiah Page.
nesee Flour. Also, Porto Rico Molas
Q. R. S. T.
ses, of good quality, by
WM. LORD.
Miss Caroline Rogers—Mrs. Mary Robin
Jan. 22, 1835.
son, Berwick—Joel Reed,—J. B. Teobitts,
Berwick.
26
N&TICE.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
LL persons indebted to JAMES &
ISAAC LORD, on Book account, are
~ LIST OF LFTTERi”
requested to call and make a settlement.
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk
Kennebunk, Jan. 1, 1835.
port, Jan. 1, 1835.
F. G. H.
NOTICE?
PHRAIM FREEMAN,—Benj. Good
LL persons indebted to the subscriber by
win,—Joseph D. Green,—Abner Huff’,
note, or on account, of more than six
months standing, are requested to settle and —Leonard Hutchins,—Amos Hutchins.
M. N. P. S. T.
pay the same previous to the first day of
William H. March,—Mrs. Jane H. Moor,—
March next.
All demands having been standing that Edmund Nason,—Carlton Parker,—Caleb S.
length of time and unpaid at that date, will Staples,—Miss Sarah Smith,—Miss Lydia
immediately be left with an Attorney for col Sweat,—Samuel Taylor,—George Thompson.
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
lection.
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JOSEPH WILSON.
Wells, January 1, 1835.

Real Estate for Sale

DR. MORSE.
HE subscriber offers for sale
H. MORSE, M. D. has located himhis House and the land ad!
• • •
■
• in • the
• self in Kennebunk, and will be happy
joining,
pleasantly
situated
to attend to the calls of all who may favor i
, village of Kennebunk. Thedwelhim with their patronage.
ling-house is two stories high, well finished
Dr. M. may be found at the house recently and was built but a few years ago. The
occupied by Dr. Lillie, near Rev. Mr. Pow whole or a part of the land would be sold'
ers’ Church.
with the House, as would best suit the pur
Dec. 20, 1834.
tf.
chaser. Possession would be given in De
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without any new attack of the disease, al
though the boy has been frequently expo
sed to damps and rains.

ROBERT CUTLER.
Columbus, O., 10th Nov., 1832.

I do hereby certify, that I was afflicted
with the Chronic Rheumatism for about sev
en years, so that I was unable to attend to
my business one third of the time. In that
time I tried every thing I could hear of that
was recommended to cure the complaint,,
but found no relief, and in fact 1 had almost
despaired of finding any. In the fall of 1832
1 was at Columbus, at which time I was not
able to get on to my horse without help. A
friend of mine advised me to purchase a
bottle of Messrs. (). & S. Crosby & Co.’s
Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which I did^
and applied as directed, and found immedi
ate relief, and I am perfectly cured—as it
has now been more than six months and I
have never had a return of the pain—al
though in the winter of 1832—3, I pur
chased a drove of cattle and hogs, and drove
them across the Alleghany mountains to>
Philadelphia market, and was exposed
through the tour to cold and rain. I can
cheerfully recommend it to all who are af
flicted with the Rheumatism.

WM. COCHRAN.

...
Marion county, O. August 1, 1832.

Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
Nathan Kendall,
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134,
South Side, FaneuilHall; Rogers, & Co.,
No. 78 and. 79, Commercial Street ; S. N.(
NOTICE.
cembernext. It will be sold at a fair price Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and92, Wash
LL persons indebted to the subscriber,
and on good terms. Persons wishing to pur ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13,.
on account, are requested to cal! and
HE subscriber having contracted with chase are invited to call and examine the Cornhill, Boston.
Interesting Fact.—A few years ago,
the town of Kennebunk, tosuppqrt the premises.
a very worthy laboring man, in this next.adjust the same previous to the last of March
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of
JOHN LORD.
ture abstinence. At that time he had Kennebunk-port, Jan. 31,1835.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
Kennebunk, August 22, 1834*
Kennebunk, December 4,1834.
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